The South Sea Saurean.

BY STAR KEY.

Of balm from the balmy air,
And herbs that give a sweet perfume.
And tone to tiie, I have them all,
As you shall quickly test.

'Tis strange to me that men of sense
Will suffer from these ill.
While I can cure without expense
Or heavy doctor bills.

You look dejected, worn and thin:
'Your opinion is not worth a sou.
You've little left but bone and skin.
What countryman are you?'

"Oh!" said the man, with weak accent,
The clime I live in is
Where all are healthy—all contrast—
Coe County, Oregon.

Oh! I'd wings with which to soar
Above the cloud and wave:
I'd get you hot; and nevermore
Desert that famed Coos Bay.

That charming spot surpasses all
That poetry that I've said.
Its summer reaches fulfillment;
Its woods are evergreen.

For fish and fruit it can't be beat;
Filled with a dairy donce.
The girls are lively, fair and sweet.
I would I were at home.

Why did I leave that healthy strand
Where gentians ephorys blow,
To wander o'er this toil-rose
And fill my heart with woe?

For ever there with balmy sleep.
The mind least be best—
But here the heat and vermin keep
You ever in distress.

Haste me, O, gather, and fill these
Those kindly eyes of yours.
And everytime I will confess
This is the long-looked-for.

"Oh!" said the man, with weak accent,
The clime I live in is
Where all are healthy—all contrast—
Coe County, Oregon.

Oh! I'd wings with which to soar
Above the cloud and wave:
I'd get you hot; and nevermore
Desert that famed Coos Bay.

The rosebushes in the garden,
Are loaded with the rose so sweet.
I'll be the rose that makes you fell
My love so true.

"Oh!" said the man, with weak accent,
The clime I live in is
Where all are healthy—all contrast—
Coe County, Oregon.

Oh! I'd wings with which to soar
Above the cloud and wave:
I'd get you hot; and nevermore
Desert that famed Coos Bay.
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BOUND'S BARBER SHOP
Next Door to Bank.

JESSE W. FABIN AND JOHN BOUNDS, Proprietors.

For a hair cut or shave strictly up to date, the people of Marshfield have learned to patronize this shop. Messrs. Bounds & Fabin are first class Barbers, and hold certificates from three shops as the Portland Hotel, Portland, and "The Home," of Boston. We have every tool pertaining to a first class shop. As up to date as a shoe shiner always on hand. If you have never had a shave in this shop, give it trial and call for a sample which we claim will remove that tired feeling. Favor hosting a specialty. The best tonic that a barber can make. Try Bounds' hair tonic and you will be satisfied.